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(57) ABSTRACT 

Kay den, 

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide systems and 
methods for constructing a profile of sample object. Briefly 
described, in architecture, one embodiment of the system, 
among others, can be implemented as follows. An interfer
ometer device is used to collect interference images of a 
sample object at a sequence of angles around the sample 
object. Accordingly, a controller device rotates the sample 
object to enable acquisition of the interference images; and 
a projection generator produces projections of the sample 
object from the interference images at the sequence of 
angles. Further, a tomographic device constructs the profile 
of the optical device from the projections of the interference 
images. The profile is capable of characterizing small index 
variations of less than lxl0-4

. Other systems and methods 
are also included. 
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INTERFEROMETRIC OPTICAL 
TOMOGRAPHY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application claims priority to copending U.S. provi
sional application entitled, "Micro Interferometric Optical 
Computed Tomography," having Ser. No. 60/538,119, filed 
Jan. 21, 2004, which is entirely incorporated herein by 
reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

2 
among others, can be broadly summarized by the following 
steps: acquiring multiple projections around a range exceed
ing 180 degrees around the sample object; and constructing 
a profile of the sample object from the multiple projections, 
wherein the profile is capable of characterizing small index 
variations of less than lxl0-4 for the sample object. 

Other systems, methods, features, and advantages of the 
present disclosure will be or become apparent to one with 
skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings 

10 and detailed description. It is intended that all such addi
tional systems, methods, features, and advantages be 
included within this description and be within the scope of 
the present disclosure. 

The present disclosure is generally related to computer 15 

tomography and, more particularly, is related to measuring 
the physical properties of optical objects using computer 
tomography. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Many aspects of the present disclosure can be better 
understood with reference to the following drawings. The 
components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale, 

BACKGROUND 

The refractive-index profile of optical fiber devices is of 
critical importance for determining the subsequent perfor
mance of optical fibers and fiber devices. For example, the 
refractive-index profile of dispersion-compensating optical 
fiber is tailored to achieve specific levels of dispersion at 
telecommunication wavelengths. As another example, polar
ization-maintaining optical fiber relies on circular asymme-

20 emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the 
principles of the present disclosure. Moreover, in the draw
ings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts 
throughout the several views. 

FIG. 1 is one embodiment, among others, of a microint-
25 erferometric optical phase tomography (MIOPT) process of 

the present disclosure. 
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustration of refractive-index pro

jections of a twin-core optical fiber to aid in further under
standing the process of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram representing the relationship between 
fixed coordinate system of the optical fiber of FIG. 2 and a 
rotated coordinate system of a projection. 

try present in the fiber structure to decouple orthogonal 
polarization states. Moreover, small, irregular index varia- 30 

tions can also impact optical fiber and fiber devices-this is 
especially true if such variations lead to asymmetry in the 
transverse refractive-index profile. Varied indices of refrac
tion can also cause birefringence in optical fiber devices, 
which alters transmission spectra and introduces polariza
tion dependent loss. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a ray passing through an 
optical fiber sample to aid in further understanding the 

35 process of FIG. 1 
FIG. 5 is a flowchart diagram of one embodiment, among 

others, of a reconstruction procedure, as utilized in the 
process of FIG. 1. 

Most refractive-index profiling techniques are designed to 
measure optical fiber devices with azimuthally symmetric 
(axisymmetric) refractive-index profiles. This includes both 
higher resolution interferometric and non-interferometric 
techniques. Of the techniques capable of two-dimensional 
index profiling, they either lack sufficient index resolution 
for characterizing certain devices (such as quantitative phase 
imaging) or are destructive (such as etching-atomic force 
microscopy). Thus, an alternative system capable of high
resolution refractive-index profiling of azimuthally asym
metric optical fiber (devices) is desired. 

SUMMARY 

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide systems 
and methods for constructing a profile of sample object. 
Briefly described, in architecture, one embodiment of the 
system, among others, can be implemented as follows. An 
interferometer device is used to collect interference images 
of a sample object at a sequence of angles around the sample 
object. Accordingly, a controller device rotates the sample 
object to enable acquisition of the interference images; and 
a projection generator produces projections of the sample 
object from the interference images at the sequence of 
angles. Further, a tomographic device constructs the profile 
of the optical device from the projections of the interference 
images. The profile is capable of characterizing small index 
variations of less than lxl0-4 for the sample object. 

Embodiments of the present disclosure can also be viewed 
as providing methods for constructing a profile of a sample 
object. In this regard, one embodiment of such a method, 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart diagram of one embodiment, among 
40 others, of the MI OPT process of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram of one embodiment, among others, of 
a setup arrangement for performing the process of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 8 is flowchart diagram of one embodiment, among 
others, of a procedure for acquiring projection data in 

45 accordance with the process of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Correct modeling of transmission spectra of optical fiber 
50 devices (e.g., optical fiber, fiber gratings, other phase 

objects, etc.) possessing arbitrary azimuthal/radial refrac
tive-index variations requires knowledge of the transverse 
refractive-index profile of the devices. For example, knowl
edge of the form of the index asymmetry is pertinent to 

55 reducing birefringence during fabrication of optical devices. 
Therefore, to understand and predict the impact of small, 
asymmetric index variations (about lxl0-4

), the refractive
index profiles of an optical device needs to be accurately 
measured. As such, it is also desirable to be able to measure 

60 the index profile of an optical fiber device in a non
destructive mamier to facilitate testing of the optical fiber 
device. 

Accordingly, embodiments of the present disclosure 
include a measurement technique based on microinterfer-

65 ometry and tomography for use in multi-dimensional pro
filing optical fibers and fiber devices with small, asymmetric 
index variations over the cross-sectional profile of small 
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objects, such as optical fibers and fiber devices, including 
elliptical core polarization-maintaining fiber, twin-core opti
cal fiber, fiber exposed to ultraviolet- or carbon-dioxide
laser light, fiber couplers, cleaved fiber endfaces, and fiber 
fusion splices, among others. 

Microinterferometric optical phase tomography (MI
OPT), combines the high resolution, high accuracy mea
surement capabilities (both in spatial and refractive-index 
terms) of interferometry with the ability to profile irregular 
objects provided by computed tomography. Thus, the spatial 10 

resolution gained by using microinterferometry allows pro
filing of samples with more rapidly varying radial changes, 
as occurs in dispersion-compensating fiber, for example. 
Therefore, embodiments of the present disclosure produce 
multi-dimensional profiling of irregular objects through the 15 

measurement of a set of projections via computed tomog
raphy (e.g., parallel projection based computed tomogra
phy). 

FIG. 1 and subsequent figures show different embodi
ments of MIOPT processes. The flowchart of FIG. 1, for 20 

example, shows the functionality and operation of a possible 
implementation of the MIOPT process for one embodiment, 
among others. In this regard, each block represents a step for 
implementing a particular embodiment of the MI OPT pro
cess. It should also be noted that in some alternative imple- 25 

mentations, the functions noted in the blocks may occur out 
of the order noted in FIG. 1 (and subsequent figures). For 
example, two blocks shown in succession in one figure may 
in fact be executed substantially concurrently or the blocks 
may sometimes be executed in the reverse order in another 30 

embodiment, depending upon the functionality involved, as 
will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art. 

Referring back to FIG. 1, one embodiment of the MIOPT 
process (100) includes the steps of acquiring (110) interfer
ence images at many projection angles around a sample 35 

(e.g., optical fiber) and extracting (120) phase information 
from the interference images. The phase information is 
converted (130) into projection data, where a set or sequence 
of projection data is compiled (140) at a multitude of angles 
around the sample. Computed tomographic reconstruction is 40 

then performed (150) using the compiled projection data. 
Each of the steps is discussed in detail below. 

In FIG. 1, the first step involves measuring or acquiring 
(110) interference images at a set of projection angles 
around an optical fiber sample (or other device of interest). 45 

In particular, a projection measurement is conducted by 
recording interference images of an optical fiber sample at 
different angles around the longitudinal axis (relative to 
fiber) using an interference microscope, in some embodi
ments. Due to the large number of images that are to be 50 

collected, the measurement process is automated. In addi
tion, due to lengthy reconstruction times, projection data 
may be acquired, stored, and then processed at a later time. 

A set of one-dimensional projection measurements is to 
be collected. Generally, an individual projection is a one- 55 

dimensional representation of an object that contains both 
intrinsic property and spatial information. Moreover, in the 
context of measuring refractive-index profiles, a projection 
is a line integral ("projection integral") of the object's 
refractive index taken at a specific angle around the object 60 

and over its spatial extent. Such a projection can be inter
preted as the optical path length over its spatial extent when 
the object is viewed at a particular angle. Projections are 
used to reconstruct a two-dimensional transverse index 
profile. In other embodiments, however, three-dimensional 65 

measurements (addition of longitudinal direction) can be 
formed by stacking two-dimensional reconstructed profiles. 

4 
The projection integral can be calculated from phase 

information extracted (120) from an interference image or 
interferogram of an object or sample. Projections, obtained 
from interference images, contain information about the 
sample refractive index encountered by rays traversing the 
fiber cross-section, for example. Therefore, while projec
tions cannot be measured directly using nondestructive 
techniques, they can be calculated from the accumulated 
phase differences of rays that travel through the sample. In 
alternative embodiments, other techniques may also be 
employed to obtain projection data, such as those involving 
wave transmissions. 

One way to measure the phase is by interfering a sample 
beam (or optical wave), that passes through the object, with 
a reference beam (or reference wave). Such interferometric 
techniques are non-destructive and possess good index accu
racy and resolution. For example, interference measurement 
schemes routinely detect optical path differences ofless than 
A/100 and thus can detect small changes in index for the 
same path length. Numerous techniques exist for generating 
interference images of phase objects. In particular, static 
fringe-field interferometry is considered in some embodi
ments 

The static interferogram analysis technique selected for 
use, in some embodiments, employs a direct polynomial 
fitting routine based on parabolic approximation of fringe 
minima. This approach has the advantage of requiring only 
one interference image per projection for calculating the 
phase. Accordingly, a threshold is first applied to the images 
to locate approximately the fringe minima. Data below the 
threshold level is then retained for use in polynomial fitting. 
Each pixel column of an interference image is treated as an 
individual ray for calculation purposes. Therefore, the fitting 
routine is used to identify fringe minima pixel locations 
along each column. Once the minima locations are known, 
the relative index projection can be calculated. All images 
captured during measurement are analyzed to extract their 
phase, which is used to calculate the projection. 

To illustrate, the concept of a projection is illustrated in 
FIG. 2 and the notation used in discussing them in FIG. 3. 
In particular, FIG. 2 represents an illustration of refractive
index projections of a twin core optical fiber 210, and FIG. 
3 is a diagram representing the relationship between fixed 
coordinate system of the optical fiber 310 and the rotated 
coordinate system of the projection. Therefore, the d and L 
axes represent the rotated coordinate system of the projec
tion and are related to the fixed coordinate system of the 
object (x and y axes) by the projection angle 8. In math
ematical terms, a projection, p(d,8), taken at a particular 
angle (8) from the x-axis is: 

p(d, 8) = 1: n(d, L)dL, 
(1) 

with n(d, L) being the refractive-index profile of the object 
in the rotated coordinate system. The profile n(d, L) is 
related to n(x, y) by a transformation involving the angle 8. 

In some embodiments, parallel projections are exclusively 
considered for use in measuring two-dimensional profiles 
possessing small index differences. This places a condition 
on rays traveling through the test object. Namely, no refrac
tion should occur. The absence of refraction implies that rays 
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traveling through the sample cross-section are perpendicular 
to the d-axis in the rotated coordinate system at every 
projection angle. Although index difference exists in optical 
fibers (at least at the core-cladding interface), and this causes 
some rays to be refracted, refraction at the outer boundaries 

6 

-continued 

fl.b = k0 J n(d, L)d!L-k0 n0 ;1Lf. 
Lf 

(5) 

Accordingly, the phase information is converted (130) 
into projection data. For each angle, the recorded interfero
gram is analyzed to yield the one-dimensional index pro-

is limited ifthe refractive index of the surrounding matching 
oil is closely matched to the sample cladding (e.g., within 
lxl0-3

) in an interference microscope system. Other mea
sures can also be taken to limit refraction effects and are 
discussed hereinafter. After proper practices are adopted, 
this parallel projection approximation for ray travel is valu
able in characterizing fiber samples (or other optical 
devices) with small index differences. 

FIG. 4 shows a ray passing through an optical fiber 
sample 410. The figure depicts a transverse cross-section of 

10 jection of the sample. For the type of object under consid
eration, a projection represents the refractive-index line 
integral of a set of rays traveling through the same object. 
With a sequence of projections or a measured projection data 
set, an object's two dimensional refractive-index profile can 

15 then be reconstructed through the use of various algorithms. 
a typical single-mode optical fiber, but could also represent 
another object or device with a more complicated profile. 
Only one ray is shown in the illustration, although a col
lection of rays at points along the d-axis is necessary to 
obtain one projection at each angle 8. The following equa- 20 

tions are developed for a ray 420 passing perpendicularly (to 
the d-axis) through the object 410, as occurs in the rotated 
projection coordinate system and are correct for any angle. 
The mathematical relationship between the measured phase 
from the interferogram and the projection integral is <level- 25 

oped below through examination of the accumulated phase 
of rays in the sample and reference arms of an interferom
eter. The accumulated phase of a ray passing through the 
optical fiber in the sample arm of the interferometer, 0 samp' 

is given by: 30 

Numerous computed tomography algorithms exist for 
reconstructing objects from measured projections, including 
the commonly-implemented filtered backprojection algo
rithm. 

The resulting integral term in Equation (5) is the projec
tion required for directly implementing computed tomogra
phy reconstruction to retrieve the index profile. However, a 
different form of the integral is more conducive to perform
ing the reconstruction. The alternative form can be derived 
by rewriting the n

0
a term in Equation (5) as: 

(6) 

The integral term in Equation (6) can then be substituted 
(2) into Equation (5) to yield: 

35 

(7) 
fl.b = k0 I n(d, L)d!L-k0 Lf no;td!L 

= k0 J [n(d, L) - n0 ;1]d!L. 
Lf 

The integral term containing the difference between n(d, L) 
and n

0
a can be calculated directly from a recorded interfer-

where k
0 

is the free-space wavevector magnitude; n
0
a is the 

refractive index of the matching oil; Lr is an arbitrary 
reference length; Lfis the length of the sample which the ray 40 
traverses (with Lr>Lf), and n(d, L) is the two-dimensional 
refractive-index profile of the optical fiber sample in the 
rotated coordinate system. The accumulated phase of a 
matching ray 430 in the reference arm of the interferometer, 
Orefi is simply: 45 ence image and confers the advantage of eliminating the 

need to calculate Lf during analysis and reconstruction. 
Although the relative refractive index is being reconstructed, 
simply adding the refractive index of the matching oil after 
the reconstruction process yields the desired sample refrac-

(3) 

As the waves in the two interferometer arms interfere, the 
phase differences between the sample and reference result in 
relative shifts in the minimum/maximum intensity peaks of 
the static interferogram. The phase difference between rays 
in the reference and sample beams that pass through the 
matching oil equals zero and their interference peaks serve 
as the baseline for calculating the phase shift due to the 
presence of the sample. The phase difference between ref
erence rays and rays traveling through the sample are 
calculated by subtracting equations (2) and (3). This differ
ence is interpreted as the relative phase shift (!lo), with: 

Llc5 = r5samp - r5ref (4) 

50 tive index, n(x, y). 
To calculate the relative refractive-index projection inte

gral from interference image data, the relative fringe shift is 
measured from the baseline fringes that do not pass through 
the sample and the fringe separation distance. The relative 

55 phase shift, !lo, at some distance, d" from the fiber core is 
calculated from the interferogram using: 

60 
tl.b = ilrQd 

D , 
(8) 

where Qd is the distance from the baseline fringe reference 
and D is the separation distance between fringe minima (or 

65 maxima) and represents a 2it difference. 
The integral term containing the difference between n( d, 

L) and n
0
a can be calculated directly from a recorded 
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interference image and confers the advantage of eliminating 
the need to calculate Lf during analysis and reconstruction. 
Although the relative refractive index is now being recon
structed, simply adding the refractive index of the matching 
oil after the reconstruction process yields the desired sample 
refractive index, n(x, y). 

A set or sequence of projection data is compiled (140) at 
a multitude of angles around the optical device. A set of 
projections consists of individual projection measurements 
taken at various angles around the test object. From a set of 
projections, the object refractive-index profile can be recon
structed 

8 
All of the filtered, backprojected, and rotated matrices are 

summed (550), then scaled, to form the reconstructed object. 
Zero-padding is performed at appropriate points during the 
procedure. Object reconstruction is complete (560-580) 
when all projections have been processed from the full 
projection data, and the matching oil's index value is added 
to the reconstructed profile to retrieve the index profile n(x, 
y). 

Referring now to FIG. 6, another embodiment of the 
10 MI OPT process is presented. First, an optical fiber sample is 

prepared (610) for profiling by first removing any buffer or 
coating layers. The sample is then inserted (620) into a 
small-bore needle and attached to the needle with a small 

n(x, y) = fo2

rr die [ P(w, 8)wei2H>tt1 diw, 
(9) 15 

amount of adhesive. After attachment, the sample is cleaned 
and then positioned (630) in the sample arm of an interfer
ence microscope. The interferometer is then adjusted (640) 

with w being the spatial frequency and P(w,8) being the 
Fourier transform of the projection p(d,8). For example, in 
some embodiments, the set of all projections over 360 
degrees around an optical device is used to reconstruct the 
two-dimensional refractive-index profile and each projec
tion can be calculated from the phase shift derived from an 
interferogram. The full projection data set serves as the input 
to the computed tomography reconstruction algorithm. 

Equating Equations (5) and (6) and then rearranging them 
gives the relative refractive-index projection integral in 
terms of the quantities measured from the interference 
images taken at each projection angle, 

(10) 

where Pr( d,8) is now the relative-index projection. Since the 
physical path is the same, the integral also represents the 
optical path difference along the d-axis. A set of relative 
projections taken at various angles around the test object can 
be used to reconstruct the relative-index profile, from which 
the actual index profile can be determined by adding the 
matching oil refractive-index value. 

Correspondingly, computed tomography reconstruction is 
then performed (150). In some embodiments, tomographic 
reconstruction, is implemented using the filtered backprojec
tion algorithm, although other reconstruction algorithms do 
exist and are utilized in different embodiments. One benefit 

to produce a suitable fringe-field as observed with a camera. 
Following initial sample preparation, an interference 

image is acquired (650) at the current projection angle, 
20 stored (660) for subsequent processing, and the sample 

rotated (670) to the next measurement angle. Periodically, 
acquisition is temporarily halted and the microscope focus is 
adjusted to ensure the sample remains correctly focused. The 
image acquisition, storage, and sample rotation process is 

25 repeated (680) until a full set of interference images are 
collected (e.g., over 360 degrees around the sample at every 
1 degree around the sample, for some embodiments). 

Note, it is important for the sample to rotate about its 
longitudinal axis without wobble, deviation, or displace-

30 ment, such effects degrade the accuracy of the reconstructed 
object. Thus, a motorized rotation stage, under the control of 
a motion controller, rotates an optical fiber sample around its 
longitudinal axis to enable acquisition of interference 
images at a sequence of angles around the sample. A 

35 program running on the computer is responsible for instru
ment control (stage movement, image acquisition) and 
image processing (for calculating projection data). 

After collecting a full set of interference images for the 
fiber sample, image processing techniques are used to iden-

40 tify (690) the fringe minima locations in each image. The 
index projections required for reconstructing the cross
sectional refractive-index profile of the sample are derived 
from the identified minima locations. After processing of 
interference images, ambient temperature variations that 

45 may occur during measurement are corrected, in some 
embodiments. The reconstructed profiles are shown relative 
to the surrounding refractive index of the matching oil used 
during measurement [n(x, y)-n

0
aJ. 

For example, in an illustrative experiment, the quantita-
50 tive features of a reconstructed cross-sectional refractive

index profile of a sample bow-tie type polarization-main
taining fiber (PMF), agreed well with the qualitative features 
observed in the dark-field reflected-light image of a polished 
endface of the PMF. From the reconstructed refractive-index 

of the filtered backprojection algorithm is that it provides 
flexibility for optimizing the reconstruction process to 
increase accuracy. In this process, as shown in FIG. 5, a first 
stored projection is retrieved (510) and then, a Fourier 
transform is first performed (520) for each measured pro
jection, from the full projection data. Further, a reconstruc
tion filter (e.g., a frequency domain ramp-type filter) is 55 

applied. Note, by modifying the basic ramp-type reconstruc
tion filter used in the filtered backprojection algorithm, 
selected spatial frequencies are attenuated. Thus, modifying 
the filter can be useful when attempting to profile fibers with 
small index variations in, for instance, the cladding region. 60 

profile, the stress-producing region of the PMF was also 
evident in its profile. Further, the cladding diameter in the 
reconstructed profile closely matched the PMF's specified 
value. Noise in the profile was relatively low and the typical 
tomographic starring effect, while present, was minor. The 
low levels of both resulted from practices implemented in 
MIOPT during measurement and reconstruction. Particu-Following the filtering operation, an inverse Fourier trans

form is performed (530). The now filtered projection is 
backprojected (540) to create a square matrix (mxm, with m 
the number of image colunms in the interferogram), which 
is then rotated by a corresponding projection angle nli.8°, 65 

where n is the sequential number of the projection (e.g., 
1-720). 

larly evident in both the profile and image was the slant of 
the outer edges of the bow-tie region and the distortion at the 
corners. 

Embodiments of the MI OPT process can also be used to 
profile optical fibers with azimuthally symmetric cross
sectional refractive-index profiles. Although tomography is 
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not required for profiling symmetric objects, its application 
can advantageously lower overall noise levels and poten
tially reveal index irregularities and other unintended non
uniformities. For instance, in an illustrative experiment, the 
cladding and core diameters in a reconstructed profile of a 
standard telecommunications single-mode optical fiber 
(SMF) closely matched the SMF's specified values. Further, 

10 
angles over a full 360 degrees. The rotation stage 710 is 
controlled by a computer 720 through a motion controller 
730. The camera 740, computer 730 with frame grabber card 
750, and interference microscope 760 are optimized to 
ensure low-noise interference images can be obtained rap
idly. A high-resolution scientific-grade digital camera (e.g., 
a charge coupled device camera) is preferably used to 
acquire the resulting interference images, which are then 
transmitted to a computer for storage. With the automated 

in comparison with a common one-dimensional profiling 
technique, the reconstructed profile was similar to the com
mon profile and possessed lower noise levels. 10 measurement configuration, shown in FIG. 7, multiple 

images can be captured at each projection angle and aver
aged to reduce noise effects. 

Based on the two index profiles measured by embodi
ments of the MI OPT process in the two illustrative experi
ments above, the estimated spatial resolution was 0.5 µm 
while the index resolution was estimated to be below (better 
than) lxl0-5

. Thus, the example measured profiles demon- 15 

strate the ability of MIOPT to profile both azimuthally 
asymmetric and symmetric optical fibers or fiber devices. 
Accordingly, the technique is suitable for characterizing 
samples such as optical fiber exposed to laser light and 
fluid-filled microstructure and photonic-crystal fiber. The 20 

advantages of using MIOPT for profiling include lower 
noise levels and higher resolution, both of which are impor
tant for accurate characterization of intentional or uninten
tional small and/or irregular index variations. Further, modi
fications of the set-up apparatus and implementation of more 25 

sophisticated processing algorithms can improve accuracy 
and reduce starring (or other) artifacts, in some embodi
ments. In addition, three-dimensional refractive-index pro
files [ n(x, y, z)] ofoptical fibers and other optical devices can 
be obtained by stacking two-dimensional cross-sectional 30 

profiles. In some embodiments, the spatial resolution in the 
longitudinal (z) direction is set by the spacing of parallel, 
consecutive fringes present in the interference image and 
approaches lxl0-5 meters. 

Embodiments of the MIOPT process can be implemented 35 

in a variety of arrangements. A microinterferometer arrange
ment, with associated hardware, is typically preferred for 
obtaining interference images of optical fiber and fiber 
devices to perform profiling. While it is possible to construct 
an apparatus for conducting measurements from bulk optical 40 

elements, several interference microscopes already exist that 
are suitable for use in the system. The Mach-Zehnder 
two-objective, transmitted-light interference microscope, 
traditionally used for profiling symmetric optical fibers, is 
adapted to enable interference measurements at various 45 

angles, in some embodiments. 
Use of a developed commercial interference microscope, 

as opposed to a bulk optic interferometer implementation, 
offers several advantages for conducting the types of mea
surement performed in the present disclosure. Interference 50 

microscopes, such as the Mach-Zehnder transmitted-light 
system, are designed to have precise, stable optical elements 
that minimize wavefront distortion and maintain path bal
ance and thereby increase interference image stability. Opti-
cal plates and wedges incorporated within the microscope 55 

permit precise adjustment of fringe spacing, orientation, and 
width. The ability to conduct precise adjustments means that 
fringe properties can be optimized for detecting small index 
differences. Spurious fringes and speckle noise are reduced 
by using a bright, bandpass-filtered mercury lamp instead of 60 

a laser-based illumination system commonly employed in 
bulk systems. 

The basic setup for projection measurement is shown in 
FIG. 7, for some embodiments. As shown, a motorized 
rotation stage 710 is included to permit precise rotation of 65 

optical fiber samples about the longitudinal axis, which 
facilitates rapid measurement of projections at multiple 

Using an interference microscope to conduct measure
ments has the additional advantage of reducing refraction 
effects. As mentioned previously, optical fiber samples ought 
to be surrounded with an accurately known index matching 
oil whose refractive index value is close to (but not equal to) 
that of the sample outer cladding. Matching the indices of 
the oil and cladding lowers the deviation of the rays at the 
surface boundaries. Direct use of high magnification oil
immersion objectives ensures the matching criteria are be 
met and eliminates the need for microscope slides and cover 
slips that can introduce wavefront distortion. In situations 
where the index value of the cladding is not known, oils with 
different refractive indices can be tried until a suitable fringe 
field is observed. In addition to enabling precise matching, 
the microscopy approach presented corrects for some refrac
tion effects when the system is properly focused on the 
center of the fiber. Even with the two corrective measures 
suggested, samples such as graded-index and air-silica 
microstructure optical fiber would not meet the parallel 
projection criteria due to excessive ray refraction over their 
transverse cross-sections. However, since one principal con
cern is primarily with measuring small perturbations in 
index profiles of commercial telecommunications fiber, 
refraction effects due to asymmetry are expected to be below 
those due to interfaces (oil/cladding and core/cladding). In 
cases of excessive refraction, a different form than parallel 
projections may be adopted in describing ray paths through 
the sample (for example, a fan-beam projection, among 
others). Ray tracing offers one method for investigating 
whether a particular optical fiber sample would introduce 
too much deviation. 

FIG. 8 shows a diagram of one embodiment, among 
others, of a procedure for acquiring the required projection 
data. After initializing (810) the rotation stage and camera, 
the optical fiber sample is rotated (820) by an angular step 
li.8° (angular separation between projections). Several inter
ference images are captured or acquired (830) using the 
frame grabber and averaged to generate a single image. Any 
additional, required image processing (filtering, scaling, 
etc.) can also be conducted at this stage. From the single 
processed image, an index projection (filtering, scaling, etc.) 
is calculated (840) and stored (850) for later use in object 
reconstruction. If the projection calculation portion of the 
procedure requires extensive time (e.g., exceeding approxi-
mately ten seconds), that portion is conducted later and only 
the image(s) acquired and saved at this stage. The rotation/ 
acquisition/calculation process is repeated (860) until pro
jection measurements of the sample have been taken over 
360 degrees and the output is generated (870). 

Consistent with the advantageous purpose of detecting 
small index variations (e.g., about lxl0-4

) in small objects 
(about 125 µm diameter), several portions of the MIOPT 
procedures can be changed within the reconstruction process 
to lower noise levels and subsequently improve detection of 
small variations in refractive index. Taking additional pro-
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jections; and employing various reconstruction filters all act 
to lower noise levels in certain regions of reconstructed 
objects. Note, taking projections 360 degrees around the 
sample object, instead of over just 180 degrees, increases 
averaging of noisy data and reduces asymmetric ringing 
effects. Increasing the total number of projections ( decreas
ing the angle between projections) also leads to increased 
averaging of noisy data. Altering the reconstruction filter 
(part of the filtered backprojection algorithm) to introduce 
averaging and attenuation of higher frequencies lowers the 10 

noise level and improves the chances of detecting small 
variations within interior regions, but not near edges or sharp 
transitions. 

By incorporating all or some of the aforementioned 15 
additions and alterations into the MI OPT process, the ability 
to detect small, asymmetric index changes is improved. 
Accordingly, one unique feature of MIOPT among the 
various existing profiling techniques is that it may be 
purposefully designed to characterize small, asymmetric 20 

index perturbations in optical fibers and fiber devices. 

As shown, MIOPT encompasses a non-destructive pro
cess for obtaining high-resolution and high-accuracy cross
sectional refractive-index profiles of small objects that 

25 
potentially possess asymmetry. High-resolution applies both 

12 
azimuthally symmetric multimode optical fiber. These are 
but a few of the advantages of the embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

It should be emphasized that the above-described embodi
ments of the present disclosure are merely possible 
examples of implementations, merely set forth for a clear 
understanding of the principles of the disclosure. Many 
variations and modifications may be made to the above
described embodiments without departing substantially 
from the spirit and principles of the present disclosure. All 
such modifications and variations are intended to be 
included herein within the scope of this disclosure and 
protected by the following claims. 

Therefore, at least the following is claimed: 
1. A system for constructing a profile of an optical device, 

comprising: 
an interferometer device used to collect interference 

images of a sample object at a sequence of angles 
around the sample object; 

a projection generator to produce projections of the 
sample object from the interference images at the 
sequence of angles; and 

a tomographic device to construct the profile of the optical 
device from the projections of the interference images, 
wherein the profile is capable of characterizing small 
index variations of less than lxl0-4 for the sample 
object. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the projection generator 
comprises: 

30 a high-resolution camera to capture each of the interfer-

to spatial (better than 0.5 µm) and refractive-index (better 
than lxl0-5

) parameters. Similarly, high-accuracy refers to 
both spatial dimensions (within+/-! µm) and absolute 
refractive-index values (less than 1 % error over the profile). 
Though combining microinterferometry and tomography for 
profile measurement may seem apparent, it is not obvious 
that such a combination yields profiles possessing high 
resolution and high accuracy. In fact, no current measure
ment techniques can produce quantitative refractive-index 

35 
profiles of azimuthally asymmetric fibers of fiber devices 
with sufficient resolution and accuracy. Thus, there has been 

ence images of the sample object at the sequence of 
angles; 

an image storing application to store each of the captured 
images; and 

an image processing application for calculating projection 
data from the captured images. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the sequence of angles 
covers a 360 degree revolution around the sample object. 

a long-standing need for a non-destructive technique that is 
capable profiling azimuthally asymmetric optical fibers with 
high-resolution and high-accuracy. For example, the azi
muthal asymmetry present in certain optical fibers and fiber 
devices, such as photonic crystal fiber and microstructure 
fiber, significantly influences their performance. 

40 
4. The system of claim 1, wherein the interferometer 

device comprises a Mach-Zehnder two-objective, transmit
ted-light interference microscope. 

There are many additional aspects to the technique and its 
successful realization that require more than just a direct 45 
combination of the two. The difficulties and complexities 
associated with implementing microinterferometry and 
tomography alone suggest that any technique combining the 
two will not permit high-resolution and high-accuracy index 
profile measurements. For instance, the difficulties of acquir- 50 
ing stable interference images of objects are well known and 

5. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
a controller device to rotate the sample object to enable 

acquisition of the interference images; and 
a motorized rotation stage, under the control of the 

controller device, the motorized rotation stage rotating 
the sample object around its longitudinal axis to enable 
acquisition of interference images at the sequence of 
angles around the object. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the profile is charac
terized by a spatial resolution of better than 5x10-7 meters 
and a refractive-index resolution of better than 1 x10-5

. 

no commercial instrument has been produced in approxi
mately the last 25 years that is capable of generating 
interference images suitable for yielding projections that can 
be used for high-resolution reconstruction. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein a diameter of the 

55 sample object is less than lxl0-3 meters. 

Further, based on available discussions in the relevant 
literature and measurement results published to date, it could 

8. A system for constructing a profile of a sample object, 
comprising: 

means for acquiring multiple projections in a range 
exceeding 180 degrees around the sample object; and 

means for constructing a profile of the sample object from 
the multiple projections, wherein the profile is capable 
of ch~racterizing small index variations of less than 
lxlO the sample object. 

be concluded that combining microinterferometry and 
tomography to conduct measurements will not enable high
resolution and high-accuracy profiling. As such, there have 60 

been no successful high-resolution, high-accuracy profile 
measurements of any azimuthally asymmetric fibers using 
techniques that combine microinterferometry and tomogra
phy. Any reported results are for fiber or fiber devices 
possessing azimuthal symmetry despite the ready availabil

9. A method for constructing a profile of a sample object, 
65 comprising the steps of: 

ity of asymmetric equivalents. For instance, the noisy profile 
results presented by Witold Gorski in 2004 are of an 

acquiring multiple projections in a range exceeding 180 
degrees around the sample object; and 
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constructing a profile of the sample object from the 
multiple projections, wherein the profile is capable of 
characterizing small index variations of less than 
lxl0-4

. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the size of the sample 
object is less than lxl0-3 meters in diameter. 

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of: 
acquiring interference images around the range; and 
storing the interference images as recorded images, the 

recorded images having a size greater than 1 mega
pixel. 

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of: 
averaging the recorded images to reduce noise effects. 
13. The method of claim 9, wherein more than 180 

projections are acquired in the range. 
14. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of: 
automatically rotating the sample object by an angular 

step to facilitate the acquisition of interference images 
around the range. 

14 
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the angular step is 

less than 1 degree. 
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the range comprises 

a 360 degree range around the sample object. 
17. The method of claim 9, wherein the profile is gener

ated in a non-destructive manner with regard to the sample 
object. 

18. The method of claim 9, wherein the profile is char
acterized by a spatial resolution of better than 5x10-7 

10 meters. 
19. The method of claim 9, wherein the profile is char

acterized by a refractive-index resolution of better than 
lxl0-5

. 

15 20. The method of claim 9, wherein the profile is char-
acterized by a spatial resolution of better than 5x10-7 meters 
and a refractive-index resolution of better than 1 xl0-5

. 

* * * * * 
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